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Summary

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2) is an emerging respiratory virus
responsible for the ongoing coronavirus disease
19 (COVID-19) pandemic. More than a year into this
pandemic, the COVID-19 fatigue is still escalating and
takes hold of the entire world population. Driven by
the ongoing geographical expansion and upcoming
mutations, the COVID-19 pandemic has taken a new
shape in the form of emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants.
These mutations in the viral spike (S) protein
enhance the virulence of SARS-CoV-2 variants by
improving viral infectivity, transmissibility and immune
evasion abilities. Such variants have resulted in cluster
outbreaks and fresh infection waves in various parts
of the world with increased disease severity and poor
clinical outcomes. Hence, the variants of SARS-CoV-2
pose a threat to human health and public safety. This
review enlists the most recent updates regarding
the presently characterized variants of SARS-CoV-2
recognized by the global regulatory health authorities
(WHO, CDC). Based on the slender literature on
SARS-CoV-2 variants, we collate information on the
biological implications of these mutations on virus
pathology. We also shed light on the efficacy of

therapeutics and COVID-19 vaccines against the
emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Introduction

The past year has witnessed a severe collapse of the
global healthcare system and downturned leading econo-
mies, disrupting livelihoods, impacting all trade sectors,
every individual in every part of the world (Kaye et al.,
2020). All these are repercussions following the emer-
gence and widespread dissemination of the severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),
resulting from the outbreak of coronavirus disease
19 (COVID-19) pandemic. This enigmatic pathogen has
been regarded as an emerging respiratory virus incurring
a high risk to human life (Çelik et al., 2020). The SARS-
CoV-2 is an enveloped virus displaying characteristic
crown-like projections on its surface. Structurally, the
virus codes for four structural proteins, namely the enve-
lope (E), membrane (M), spike (S) and nucleocapsid
(N) proteins (Kaur and Gupta, 2020). SARS-CoV-2 has
surpassed other coronaviruses like SARS-CoV and the
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-
CoV) in terms of transmission rate, reproduction number
(R0) and global mortalities (Abdelrahman et al., 2020). In
contrast, its case fatality rate remains to be low (1%–3%)
in comparison to SARS-CoV (9.6%) and MERS-CoV
(34.4%) (Hu et al., 2020b). Ever since the first reports of
a pneumonia-like outbreak in Wuhan, China, in mid-
December 2019, mysteries surrounding the origin of
SARS-CoV-2 have intensified, raising speculations over
the theories of laboratory escapes, or natural selection in
an animal host before zoonotic transfer, or natural selec-
tion in humans and subsequent zoonotic transfer
(Andersen et al., 2020). In chronology, the World Health
Organization (WHO) was informed about the pneumonia-
like outbreak on 31st December 2019 (Fig. 1), following
which the etiological agent was identified as a ‘novel
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coronavirus’ on 9th January 2020 (Hu et al., 2020a). On
20th January 2020, the situation became dire as reports
confirmed the incidence of human-to-human transmission
(Hu et al., 2020a). These events coincided with the
Chinese Lunar New Year facilitating human travel along-
side transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in disguise throughout
the country. In the coming months, virus transmission
accelerated multi-folds, and large clusters of SARS-
CoV-2 infections were reported across several countries.
These urged the WHO to officially declare the global
COVID-19 outbreak as a pandemic (WHO, 2020). Since
then, COVID-19 has spread across 220 countries and
territories spanning all six continents, with more than
180 million confirmed cases and over 3.9 million deaths
(Worldometers, 2021).
The Centre for Diseases Control and Prevention

(CDC) suggests preventive measures to manage the
spread of COVID-19 by maintaining social distancing,
use of face masks, sanitization of probable fomites, regu-
lar washing of hands, or use of alcohol-based hand
sanitizers and practicing personal hygiene (CDC, 2021a).
However, its high transmissibility owing to dissemination
by direct human contact, fomites and even respiratory

aerosols has exerted a snowballing effect over COVID-19
transmission. Nevertheless, numerous scientific mile-
stones have also been achieved in unravelling the
complex biology of SARS-CoV-2, repurposing therapeu-
tic drugs and convalescent plasma therapy for COVID-19
patients, and developing efficacious COVID-19 vaccines
(Nature news, 2021). In such a short span, ground-
breaking efforts by scientists in collaboration with pharma-
ceutical giants have yielded six potent WHO’s Strategic
Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization (SAGE)
approved COVID-19 vaccines like the mRNA-1273
(Moderna), BNT162b2 mRNA (Pfizer), AZD1222 (Oxford/
AstraZeneca), Janssen Ad26.CoV2.S (Johnson & John-
son), BBIBP-CorV (Sinopharm) and CoronaVac (Sinovac
Biotech) (WHO, 2021a). Concomitantly, mutants of
SARS-CoV-2 have surfaced across the globe as the
virus’s geographical range and infection cycle has been
continuously expanding (Fig. 2). Since SARS-CoV-2 con-
tains an unstable positive-sense ssRNA genome, it
poses an invariable threat towards the emergence of
mutant strains that may outcompete the existing ones by
natural selection (Wang et al., 2020). These SARS-
CoV-2 mutants can exhibit accelerated viral replication

Fig. 1. Timeline of key events unfolding the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants during the COVID-19 pandemic. The first confirmed cases of
SARS-CoV-2 were reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. Following confirmation of human-to-human transmission and its global dissemi-
nation, the WHO announced COVID-19 as a pandemic. In the successive 12 months, hundreds of SARS-CoV-2 variants have emerged, out of
which four have been designated as variant of concern (VOC) and seven as variant of interest (VOI) by the WHO. Five COVID-19 vaccines have
also been approved for emergency use authorization (EUA) by the WHO. Since then, more than 180 million cases of SARS-CoV-2 have been
confirmed, with nearly 3.9 million deaths worldwide.
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and transmission, with the ability to slip past the host
immunosurveillance system and elude virus neutralization
by antibodies, thereby driving the resurgence of COVID-19
infections (Lauring and Hodcroft, 2021). During the early
months of the COVID-19 pandemic, the first global SARS-
CoV-2 variant predominantly circulating in Europe was
detected with a missense mutation (D614G) in its S protein
(Isabel et al., 2020). Since then, various mutants of SARS-
CoV-2 have been related to a fresh spike in the COVID-19
infections across different countries. These mutations or
amino acid substitutions have been predominantly identified
in the S protein of SARS-CoV-2, primarily the N-terminal
domain and receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the S1 sub-
unit (Guruprasad, 2021). Considering the functional implica-
tions of viral S protein in seizing the host cells by targeting
the human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (hACE2)
receptor, the prevalence of mutations in the S protein can
confer immune evasion and increased infectivity to the
mutant types. Very recently, mutations in the S protein have
been strongly associated with different infection waves
worldwide, resulting in mutant virus strains with a high R0

(transmissibility), infection rates, disease severity and mortal-
ity (Korber et al., 2020). In India, nearly 7000 mutations were
recently detected in over 5000 SARS-CoV-2 genomes
reportedly circulating in the country (Srivastava et al., 2021).

Interestingly, variants of SARS-CoV-2 have evolved world-
wide regardless of the environmental conditions and geo-
graphical locations. However, a community with high
population density is speculated to offer prolonged viral
infection and transmission cycles (Bhadra et al., 2021; Kadi
and Khelfaoui, 2020), permitting high viral replication rates
and the subsequent selection of a variant by natural selec-
tion (Lauring and Hodcroft, 2021). The phylogenetic diversity
of SARS-CoV-2 variants with respect to the S protein has
been depicted in Fig. 3. The emergence of such worrisome
mutants has made the epidemiologists and researchers
reiterate their line of action before the mutants unleash a
wave of violent infections. Hence, in this review, we collate
the literature concerning the presently characterized SARS-
CoV-2 mutants and provide insights into the functional
implications, mutational properties, disease transmission
and severity and the current knowledge on WHO-approved
vaccines reported to generate immune responses against
the variants of SARS-CoV-2.

Variants of SARS-CoV-2 and their characterized
mutations: classification and functional implications

Numerous variants of the SARS-CoV-2 have emerged
across the world during the COVID-19 pandemic. These

Fig. 2. World map depicting the geographical distribution of SARS-CoV-2 variants (VOI and VOC) till 29th May 2021. The epicentre of the
COVID-19 pandemic (Wuhan, China) has been shown in a red marking. The VOI and VOC have been listed alongside the countries they were
first reported in with green and violet colours respectively. The pie charts depict the relative frequencies of SARS-CoV-2 VOC in different coun-
tries where the variants originated. The variants are colour-coded as follows B.1.1.7 ( ), B.1.351 ( ), B.1.617 ( ), P.1 ( ) and others ( ). Others
represent VOI. Source: https://covariants.org/.
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mutants have been circulating across countries and held
responsible for abrupt infectious waves. SARS-CoV-2
variants and their mutations have been precisely
monitored using epidemiological studies, bench-based
experiments and sequence-based surveillance systems.
The WHO classifies variants of SARS-CoV-2 into two
categories on the grounds of threat levels, transmissibility,
disease severity and their ability to evade diagnostic detec-
tion, vaccines and treatment strategies (WHO, 2021b).
These comprise the variant of interest (VOI) and variant of
concern (VOC). In addition, the US CDC defines another
category called the variant of high consequence (VOHC;
CDC, 2021b). Each class attributes virulence hallmarks of
the SARS-CoV-2 variants based on epidemiological inves-
tigations and scientific evidence. Each category’s status is
dynamic and subject to escalation or de-escalation as per
the emerging reports and incoming scientific literature. This
section describes each class of SARS-CoV-2 variants with
specific examples of mutant viral types and their character-
istics in terms of virulence.

Variant of concern

SARS-CoV-2 variants for which confirmatory evidence
suggest their association with increased virulence traits
in terms of virus transmissibility, infectivity, disease
severity accompanied by a notable reduction in the
efficacy of present-day therapeutic drugs, monoclonal

antibodies (mAbs), neutralization by antibodies generated
from previous exposure or post-vaccination and even fail-
ure of available diagnostic techniques are classified as
VOC (WHO, 2021b). These attributes sharpen viral viru-
lence that ultimately alters the clinical disease presenta-
tion, exerting unpredictable yet adverse changes in
COVID-19 epidemiology, thereby incapacitating the pub-
lic health and disease control measures or available diag-
nostics and viable therapies. These variants harbour
mutations in vital genetic markers, primarily the S protein,
driving severe viral pathology and disease outcomes
(Table 1). Therefore, VOC increases the gravity of this
COVID-19 pandemic requiring immediate public health
actions like controlling the transmission of SARS-CoV-2
mutants, increasing COVID-19 testing, fast-tracking
sequencing and data analysis, stringent screening and
surveillance of mutants, epidemiological research and
prompt investigations to assess the effectiveness of
available or novel therapeutic drugs and vaccines against
the variants. We also augment data from clinical studies
that illustrate the efficacies of the WHO-approved
COVID-19 vaccines against each VOC in Table 2.

The B.1.351 variant. The B.1.351 variant (also called
501Y.V2) of SARS-CoV-2 is a lineage of concern first
detected in August 2020 in South Africa. At present, the
B.1.351 variant spans 85 countries worldwide with 3 circu-
lating sub-lineages B.1.351.1 (Botswana), B.1.351.2

Fig. 3. A simplified phylogenetic tree illustrating the diversity of SARS-CoV-2 variants concerning the S protein. The variants diverge from their
ancestral root (Wuhan), accumulating mutations in the S protein as they spread globally. The boxes represent various lineages of the SARS-
CoV-2 variants, and the branches indicate the inferred month of emergence of different variants. VOC and VOI are shown in orange and blue
boxes respectively.
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(Mayotte) and B.1.351.3 (Bangladesh and Singapore)
(O’Toole et al., 2021). This variant has been commonly
detected in South Africa, Germany, France, USA and
Sweden. The B.1.351 variant possesses 10 mutations in its
S protein, including the D80A, D215G, Δ241–243, K417N,
E484K, N501Y, D614G and A701V (CDC, 2021c). The
RBD of B.1.351 variant harbours both the E484K mutation
that aids in immune evasion and the N501Y mutation,
which expedites viral transmission (Zhou et al., 2021a).
Besides, the K417N mutation, along with the latter, confers
increased binding affinity of the variant with the hACE2
receptor due to more electrostatic interactions (Khan
et al., 2021). These mutations have accounted for a � 50%
increase in the transmissibility of this B.1.352 variant
(Pearson et al., 2021). This variant displays a massive
reduction (215 folds) on the clinical front in susceptibility to
the combination of bamlanivimab and etesevimab
(FDA, 2021a). But other EUA mAbs like casirivimab and
imdevimab have proved effective in neutralizing this
variant (FDA, 2021b). Although convalescent- and post-
vaccination (mRNA-1273, AZD1222) sera have demon-
strated a significant neutralizing effect against the B.1.351
variant, their efficacy remains reduced (Wu et al., 2021;
Wang et al., 2021b). The BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine
(Pfizer) has shown 72.1% effectiveness against severe
forms of infection with the B.1.351 variant (Raddad
et al., 2021). However, even after administering the
second vaccine shot, neutralizing antibody titers remained
14-folds lower against this variant (Planas et al., 2021).
Also, the AZD1222 vaccine (Covishield) and Ad26.CoV2.

S (Johnson & Johnson) demonstrated low efficacies of
10.4% and 57% against the B.1.351 variant (Madhi et al.,
2021). These findings pitch concerns over the long-term
repercussions that such resilient SARS-CoV-2 variants
may impose.

The B.1.1.7 variant. The B.1.1.7 variant of SARS-CoV-2
is a VOC first reported in the UK on 20th September
2020. It has become a global variant and has spread to
122 countries as of May 2021 (O’Toole et al., 2021).
Countries most affected by the B.1.1.7 variant include
the UK, USA, Germany, Denmark and Sweden (PANGO
lineages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin). About
13 mutations in the S protein have been identified in this
variant. These include the Δ69–70, Δ144, E484K,
S494P, N501Y, A570D, D614G, P681H, T716I, S982A,
D1118H and K1191N (CDC, 2021c). Evidence suggests
that the N501Y mutation within the RBD of S protein
enhances the binding affinity of the SARS-CoV-2 virus to
the hACE2 receptor, increasing transmissibility by 43%
to 90% (Davies et al., 2021a). Interestingly, the unique
P681H mutation of this variant has been linked with
increased proteolytic activation of SARS-CoV-2 by furin-
like proteases that may impact viral entry or dissemina-
tion within the host (Lubinski et al., 2021). The N501Y
and P681H mutations have also been related to an expo-
nential increase in the worldwide frequency of this variant
(Maison et al., 2021). Moreover, the Δ69–70 in this vari-
ant leads to diagnostic failure in RT-PCR tests targeting
the S gene (Srivastava et al., 2021). The B.1.1.7 variant

Table 1. Characteristic mutations and virulence attributes of WHO-designated SARS-CoV-2 VOC.

S.
No.

PANGO
lineage

Synonymous
name Mutations reported in spike protein Impact on virulence and virus phenotype

1 B.1.1.7 20I/501Y.V1 Δ69–70, Δ144, E484K, S494P, N501Y, A570D,
D614G, P681H, T716I, S982A, D1118H,
K1191N

Increased transmissibility by 43%–90% (Davies
et al., 2021a). Potential increase in risk of
hospitalization (40%–64%) and risk of death
(30%; Davies et al., 2021a). Diagnostic failure in
RT-PCR tests (Srivastava et al., 2021). No
significant effect on vaccine efficacy (Raddad
et al., 2021).

2 B.1.351 20H/501Y.V2 D80A, D215G, Δ241–243, K417N, E484K, N501Y,
D614G, A701V

Increased transmissibility by �50% (Zhou
et al., 2021a). Potential increase in in-hospital
mortality by 20% (Williams et al., 2021). Ability to
evade neutralizing antibodies after infection and
after vaccination (Madhi et al., 2021).

3 B.1.617 21A/S:154 K G142D, E154K, L452R, E484Q, D614G, P681R,
Q1071H

Increased transmissibility by �50% (PHE, 2021).
Resistant to mAbs (Bamlanivimab) and evades
antibodies generated from infection and
immunization (Hoffmann et al., 2021).

Vaccine breakthrough cases observed (Ferreira
et al., 2021).

4 P.1 20 J/501Y.V3 L18F, T20N, P26S, D138Y, R190S, K417T,
E484K, N501Y, D614G, H655Y, T1027I

Increased transmissibility by 40% (Gan
et al., 2021). Three-fold increase in death rate in
people between 20 and 39 years (Freitas
et al., 2021). Evades protective immunity after
viral infection and post-vaccination (Beltran
et al., 2021).
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also exhibits heightened disease severity in hospitaliza-
tions with increased death hazard (�61%) and case fatal-
ity rates (Davies et al., 2021b). Nonetheless, the EUA
mAbs in treatment have been shown to retain their
neutralizing capabilities against the B.1.1.7 variant
(FDA, 2021a; FDA, 2021b). Reports suggest that this var-
iant extends a two- to five-fold reduction in the neutraliz-
ing antibody titre, but the vaccines elicit an effective
immune response with high efficacy (70.4% to 89.5%)
against this variant (Emary et al., 2021; Raddad
et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021). Despite its increased
transmissibility, cohort studies suggest that the timely
administration of COVID-19 vaccines can easily control
this variant.

The P.1 variant. The P.1 variant (alias B.1.1.28.1) of
SARS-CoV-2 is a descendant of the B.1.1.28 lineage,
first identified in Brazil in December 2020. Recently,
Japan reported mutations in several strains of SARS-
CoV-2 variants derived from the P.1 lineage (Hirotsu and
Omata, 2021). The variant has been detected maximally
in the USA, Brazil, Italy and commonly in 45 other coun-
tries (PANGO lineages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/
pangolin). The P.1 variant harbours 11 noteworthy muta-
tions in its S protein, including L18F, T20N, P26S,
D138Y, R190S, K417T, E484K, N501Y, D614G, H655Y
and T1027I (CDC, 2021c). The trio of K417T, E484K and
N501Y mutations have previously been of great concern
among virologists. Their presence is associated with
increased viral transmissibility due to enhanced binding
affinity for the hACE2 receptor (Gan et al., 2021). These
mutations in the P.1 variant have been demonstrated to
boost viral transmissibility by 1.7–2.4 folds (Faria
et al., 2021). Moreover, the P.1 variant has been shown
to infect young adults causing severe complications
(Taylor, 2021). The variant not only exhibits increased
transmissibility but is also more lethal and capable of
dodging the host immune system. Reports have pointed
towards a 2.7 fold increase in the variant-inflicted death
toll among people aged between 20 and 39 years
(Freitas et al., 2021). This variant has also been shown
to evade 25%–61% of the protective immunity generated
from previous viral exposure compared with the non-P.1
lineages (Faria et al., 2021). Besides, the P.1 variant
exhibits reduced susceptibility to the combination of
bamlanivimab and etesevimab mAbs by over 46 folds
(FDA, 2021a). However, casirivimab demonstrates effec-
tive neutralizing capabilities against the P.1 variant
(FDA, 2021b). The variant is also refractory to neutraliza-
tion by convalescent plasma (by 3.4–6.5 folds) and post-
vaccination sera derived from the mRNA-1273 (Moderna)
and BNT162b2 mRNA (Pfizer) vaccinees by 4.8- and
3.8-folds respectively (Wang et al., 2021a). Considering
the global spread and heightened virulence of the P.1

variant, it demands immediate attention from the global
task forces on COVID-19 for implementing countermea-
sures, including mass vaccinations, therapeutics and
rapid diagnostics.

The B.1.617 variant. The B.1.617 lineage is a variant of
the SARS-CoV-2 belonging to the Indian lineage. It was
first detected in October 2020 in the state of Maharash-
tra, India. On 11th May 2021, the WHO classified the
B.1.617 variant as a VOC owing to its high transmission
rate, frequent cluster outbreaks in several countries and
reduced effectiveness to mAbs and present-day COVID-
19 therapeutics (WHO, 2021c). The variant has spread
across 50 countries, but the caseload has predominantly
been reported from India (PANGO lineages: http://github.
com/cov-lineages/pangolin). The B.1.617 and B.1.1.7
variants circulating in the Indian subcontinent have been
linked to the most recent surge in COVID-19 infections
(Ranjan et al., 2021). It is characterized by seven amino
acid substitutions in the viral S protein, including G142D,
E154K, L452R, E484Q, D614G, P681R and Q1071H
(Yadav et al., 2021b). Of these, three mutations are
essential, namely the L452R, E484Q and D614G substi-
tutions. Studies on the RBD of B.1.617 variant suggest
that mutations result in an increased hACE2 binding
along with the rate of S1-S2 cleavage, enhancing virus
transmissibility and its ability to escape neutralizing anti-
bodies (Cherian et al., 2021). The mutations reported in
the B.1.1.7 variant have previously been shown to boost
viral infectivity and to evade the host immune responses
(Tchesnokova et al., 2021). Reports on modelled growth
estimates suggest that the B.1.617 variant is as conta-
gious as the B.1.1.7 variant with �50% increased trans-
missibility (PHE, 2021).

Moreover, this variant also resists neutralization by
EUA mAbs (FDA, 2021a). Infection with B.1.617 variants
in hamster models resulted in severe clinical manifesta-
tions in the form of increased weight loss, high viral load
and notable lesions in the lungs (Yadav et al., 2021a).
Also, the B.1.617 variant demonstrated resistance
against bamlanivimab along with increased entry into the
Caco-2 (intestinal) and Calu-3 (lung-derived) cell lines
(Hoffmann et al., 2021). Studies assessing the impact of
the B.1.617 variant on vaccine efficacy, therapeutics, or
reinfection risks are in their infancy. Nevertheless, prelim-
inary data revealed a significant reduction in the neutrali-
zation effectiveness against the B.1.617 variant among
BNT162b2 mRNA (Pfizer) and mRNA-1273 (Moderna)
vaccinees by seven folds (Edara et al., 2021). Neverthe-
less, studies conducted with sera of BBV152 (Covaxin)
and AZD1222 (Covishield) vaccinees showed promising
neutralization abilities against the B.1.617 variant, but
with a twofold reduction in the antibody titre (Yadav et al.,
2021b; Yadav et al., 2021c). In this view, three sub-lineages
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of the B.1.617 variant have evolved, which differ by a
few, but potential mutations in the S protein and their
global prevalence (WHO, 2021c). Since the B.1.617
variant and its sub-lineages are on the rise globally,
because of its high transmission rate, infectivity and
receptivity to COVID-19 therapies, effective administra-
tive intervention to arrest the rapid spread of this variant
is the need of the hour.

Variant of interest

Mutants of SARS-CoV-2 are designated to be VOI if their
phenotypic characteristics have evolved compared with a
reference (pre-existing) strain due to genomic alterations
resulting in significant amino acid substitutions contribut-
ing to increased virulence (WHO, 2021b). In other words,
variants with peculiar genetic markers that are directly
linked to enhanced receptor binding, lowered virus neu-
tralization by antibodies generated from previous expo-
sure or vaccination (immune evasion), ability to impact
diagnostics and reduced treatment efficacy with an antici-
pated increase in contagiousness and disease severity.
VOI may be attributed to increased caseload or unique
outbreak clusters. Hence, these demand sturdy public
health actions, including laboratory-based characteriza-
tion, watchful sequence surveillance, epidemiological
scrutiny and therapeutic evaluation of in-line drugs and
vaccines. The implications of each VOI have been
highlighted in Table 3.

The P.2 variant. The lineage P.2 (alias B.1.1.28.2) of
SARS-CoV-2 has evolved from the Brazilian parent

lineage B.1.1.28 and was identified on 15th April 2020
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This variant has developed
independently of the P.1 lineage (VOC) and currently
manifests 33 countries, of which the significant case pro-
portion has been reported from the USA and Brazil
(PANGO lineages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin).
It contains four prime mutations in the S protein, namely
F565L, D614G, V1176F and the already characterized
E484K mutation (CDC, 2021c). The P.2 strain has been
spreading rapidly and recently detected in cases of SARS-
CoV-2 reinfection (Nonaka et al., 2021). A recent study indi-
cated the ability of the P.2 variant to evade the CD8+ T
cell-mediated host immune responses following virus expo-
sure or immunization as a consequence of poorly pres-
ented viral peptides by HLA-I molecules (Pretti et al., 2021).
In addition, the P.2 variant also exhibited reduced neutrali-
zation with the BNT162b2 mRNA (Pfizer) and mRNA-1273
(Moderna) vaccines by 5.8- and 2.9-folds respectively, in
fully vaccinated individuals (Beltran et al., 2021). This viru-
lence feature was attributed to the E484K mutation of the
variant. Although the P.2 variant of SARS-CoV-2 exhibits
increased virulence by immune evasion, the effect of
reported mutations on transmissibility and disease severity
needs to be elucidated. Till then, this variant remains as a
VOI with active monitoring and global surveillance.

The B.1.427 variant. The B.1.427 variant of SARS-CoV-2
belongs to the USA lineage (CA) and was first identified
in June 2020 in California, USA. The variant is regarded
as a VOC by the US CDC and has spread across
28 countries worldwide (PANGO lineages: http://github.
com/cov-lineages/pangolin). It contains four mutations in

Table 3. Characteristic mutations and biological implications reported for WHO-designated SARS-CoV-2 VOI.

S.
No.

PANGO
lineage

Synonymous
name Mutations reported in spike protein Impact on virulence and virus phenotype

1 B.1.427 20C/S:452R S13I, W152C, L452R, D614G Increased transmissibility by over 20%. Two-fold
increase in viral shedding (Deng et al., 2021).
Decreased susceptibility to neutralizing
antibodies generated from viral infection and
post-vaccination (FDA, 2021a).

2 B.1.429 20C/S:452R S13I, W152C, L452R, D614G Increased transmissibility by over 20% (Deng
et al., 2021). Decreased susceptibility to
neutralizing antibodies generated from viral
infection and post-vaccination (FDA, 2021a)

3 B.1.525 20A/S:484 K A67V, Δ69–70, Δ144, E484K, D614G, Q677H,
F888L

Clinical implication yet to be described.

4 B.1.526 20C/S:484 K L5F, T95I, D253G, S477N/G, E484K, A701V Increased binding to hACE2 receptor. No impact
on public health reported (Schrörs
et al., 2021).

5 B.1.616 20C H66D, G142V, Δ144, D215G, V483A, D614G,
H655Y, G669S, Q949R, N1187D

Poor detection in upper respiratory tract samples
by RT-PCR. Increased lethality by �44%
(Fillatre et al., 2021).

6 P.2 20B/S.484 K F565L, E484K, D614G, V1176F Evades CD8+ T cell-mediated host immune
responses (Pretti et al., 2021).

7 P.3 – Δ141–143, E484K, N501Y, D614G, P681H,
E1092K, H1101Y, V1176F

No accounts on virulence and imposed clinical
implications.
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the S protein, of which the L452R and D614G amino acid
substitutions contribute to virulence. Reports suggest the
role of L452R mutation in accelerating viral shedding and
transmissibility of the B.1.427 variant by two-folds
and over 20% respectively (Deng et al., 2021). Viral
infectivity with L452R mutation was enhanced by �15
folds in 293T cells and by �10 folds in human airway
organoids, relative to the D614G mutation alone (Deng
et al., 2021). Also, plasma from convalescent patients
and fully-vaccinated recipients (BNT162b2 mRNA or
mRNA-1273) showed a significant reduction in the sus-
ceptibility profile of the B.1.427 variant to neutralizing
antibodies. Other studies have reported similar findings
relating the L452R mutation of the B.1.427 variant
abolishing antibody-mediated neutralization and immune
evasion (McCallum et al., 2021). Nevertheless, few EUA
mAbs exhibit no significant changes in their neutralizing
ability against the B.1.427 variant (FDA, 2021b). Since
the B.1.427 variant is a more transmissible type with
immune escape abilities but with a comparatively low
impact on public health, further investigations are
warranted to unearth its biological implications.

The B.1.429 variant. The lineage B.1.429 is a variant of
SARS-CoV-2 predominantly circulating in California,
USA, where its incidence was first reported in June 2020.
The B.1.429 variant has been recognized as a VOC by
the US CDC and currently spans 31 countries, majorly
affecting the USA (PANGO lineages: http://github.com/
cov-lineages/pangolin). The variant displays four amino
acid substitutions in the viral S protein, including S13I,
W152C, L452R and D614G (CDC, 2021c). The B.1.429
variant is quite similar to the B.1.427 variant of SARS-
CoV-2 in terms of mutations, transmissibility and response
to present-day therapeutics. Studies have associated the
L452R substitution of the B.1.429 variant with a 20%
increase in transmissibility, two folds surge in the viral
shedding in vivo and cell infectivity (Deng et al., 2021).
Consequently, the antibodies from convalescent- and
post-vaccination sera revealed a significant reduction in
the B.1.429 neutralizing titres. Similar investigations have
also disclosed the ability of the B.1.429 variant to over-
come antibody-mediated neutralization, eliciting immune
escape (McCallum et al., 2021). The variant also exhibits
a nine-fold reduction in the neutralizing capabilities of
bamlanivimab and etesevimab in combination (FDA,
2021a). However, the mAbs casirivimab and imdevimab
have effectively neutralized the B.1.429 variant (FDA,
2021b). Although the B.1.429 remains a VOC, its inci-
dence rate in the USA has dropped suddenly from
February 2021 (PANGO lineages: http://github.com/cov-
lineages/pangolin). The variant is now being outcompeted
by the highly contagious B.1.1.7 variant of SARS-CoV-2.
This fact draws attention as it showcases the potential of

mutations in shaping disease epidemiology by dictating
viral virulence (transmissibility), thereby competing with
one another in nature.

The B.1.526 variant. Lineage B.1.526 is a variant of
SARS-CoV-2 first detected on 23rd November 2020 in
New York City, USA. This lineage predominantly circu-
lated in the American subcontinent and accounted for
25% of all sequenced SARS-CoV-2 viruses in the USA till
February 2021 (Thompson et al., 2021). As of May 2021,
the B.1.526 variant has been detected in 48 states of the
USA and 35 other countries (PANGO lineages: http://
github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin). Two sorts of this vari-
ant have been identified, bearing the common D614G
mutation in the S protein and four novel mutations (L5F,
S477N/G, E484K, A701V) and two notable mutations:
T95I and D253G in the RBD (Zhou et al., 2021b). The
S477N/G mutation is present in smaller fractions among
this variant, while E484K has been reported in more than
half of the lineage (Annavajhala et al., 2021). Recently,
the S477N/G mutation has been shown to strengthen the
binding of S protein with the hACE2 receptor (Schrörs
et al., 2021). The clinical implications of this B.1.526 vari-
ant are widely undescribed. However, the E484K spike
mutation has been attributed to a 31-fold reduced sus-
ceptibility to bamlanivimab and etesevimab mAb cocktail
(FDA, 2021a). In a similar context, the E484K mutation in
B.1.351 variant (VOC) has been shown to lower the pro-
tective efficacy of the BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine (Pfizer)
in populations with a prevalence of B.1.351 variant (Tada
et al., 2021). Moreover, the E484K mutation is also
known to reduce the neutralization efficiency of convales-
cent and post-vaccination sera (Jangra et al., 2021).
These findings suggest the combative role of E484K
mutation in SARS-CoV-2 variants resulting in evasion of
vaccine-elicited antibodies. Nevertheless, casivirimab
and imdevimab, independently and in combination, have
been reported to neutralize this variant effectively
(FDA, 2021b). At present, sub-lineages of this variant have
emerged, but their global impact remains unexplored.

The sub-lineage of this variant, B.1.526.1, was first
detected in New York City. This variant has been charac-
terized with several unique mutations and remains
majorly restricted to the USA. The US CDC lists this vari-
ant as a VOI (CDC, 2021c). The peculiar modifications of
the S protein include D80G, F157S, L452R, D614G,
T791I, T859N and D950H (CDC, 2021c). Among these
mutations, D614G has been shown to enhance the trans-
missibility of the variants (Korber et al., 2020), while
L452R increases viral infectivity with a reinforced affinity
for the hACE2 receptor, boosting viral replication capacity
and simultaneously evading cellular immunity (Motozono
et al., 2021). Regarding the functional implications,
L452R mutation in B.1.427 and B.1.429 lineages has
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been shown to lower virus neutralization by nine folds
with a cocktail of bamlanivimab and etesevimab, thereby
reducing antibody efficacy (FDA, 2021a). Also, this
mutant exhibits reduced neutralization by vaccine sera
(CDC, 2021b). However, casivirimab and imdevimab
have been shown to neutralize this mutant strain effec-
tively (FDA, 2021b). Its prevalence among the circulating
variants is extremely low; hence, this strain may eventu-
ally be inconsequential.

B.1.525 variant. The Lineage B.1.525 variant of SARS-
CoV-2 was first reported in the United Kingdom (UK) and
Nigeria on 11th December 2020. It is now regarded as an
international variant of SARS-CoV-2 spanning 51 coun-
tries, with maximum cases reported in the USA (PANGO
lineages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin). The
defining mutations of the B.1.525 variant comprise A67V,
Δ69–70, Δ144, D614G, Q677H, F888L and the spike
mutation E484K (CDC, 2021c). This variant is similar to
the highly transmissible VOC B.1.1.7 lineage with the
common E484K mutation. The latter has been previously
described to aid virus escape from neutralizing antibodies
in the variants that emerged in South Africa (B.1.351 line-
age) and Brazil (P.1 and P.2 lineages). The biological
characteristics of this new variant remain widely unexplored.
However, this mutant directs the reduction of antibody-
mediated virus neutralization against convalescent- and
post-vaccination sera (Jangra et al., 2021) and emergency
use authorization (EUA) mAbs (FDA, 2021a). As mentioned
above, the clinical implications of the mutations on virus
transmissibility and infectivity are yet to be described as
most investigations are underway.

The B.1.616 variant. The B.1.616 variant of SARS-CoV-2
has evolved independently and given rise to the French
lineage of COVID-19. It was first detected on 29th
January 2021 in France and remains restricted to the
country (PANGO lineages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/
pangolin). The S protein of the B.1.616 variant has been
characterized with a unique constellation of mutations like
H66D, G142V, Δ144, D215G, V483A, D614G, H655Y,
G669S, Q949R and N1187D (WHO, 2021c). V483A. Few
of these amino acid substitutions have been of pro-
nounced concern, particularly V483A that imparts resis-
tance to mAbs (Li et al., 2020), D614G, which increases
viral transmissibility (Korber et al., 2020) and H655Y in
conferring escape from human mAbs (Braun et al., 2021).
Recent reports also propound that RT-PCR poorly
detects the B.1.616 variant on nasopharyngeal samples,
increased disease severity and lethality with a high 28-day
mortality of �44% (Fillatre et al., 2021). While this variant
is on the surge, it is closely monitored by the WHO and
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control

(ECDC). More investigations are warranted to delineate
the clinical implications of this variant on the efficacy of
therapeutic drugs and COVID-19 vaccines.

The P.3 variant. The P.3 variant (alias B.1.1.28.3) of
SARS-CoV-2 is listed as a VOI by the WHO. This line-
age was first reported in the Philippines in February
2021 and presently spans 12 countries (PANGO line-
ages: http://github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin). How-
ever, the caseload from this variant predominantly
comes from the Philippines. The P.3 variant displays
several characteristic mutations within the viral S
protein, such as Δ141–143, E484K, N501Y, D614G,
P681H, E1092K, H1101Y and V1176F (CDC, 2021c).
The presence of worrisome E484K, N501Y, D614G
and P681H mutations in the P.3 variant suggest that it
may exhibit increased infectivity, transmissibility and
immune evasion (Bascos et al., 2021). However, no
studies to date describe the effect of such mutations
on the virulence of the P.3 variant. Moreover, there is
no accounted evidence to comment on the transmissi-
bility or severity imposed by this variant as most inves-
tigations are underway. The biological significance of
the P.3 variant will be unravelled only when conclusive
findings are reported in the literature.

Based on cited literature, we have summarized the
biological consequences of the characterized S protein
substitutions in the emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants in
Fig. 4. The overall effect of such amino acid substitutions
(mutations) on viral pathology and virulence has been
depicted.

Variant of high consequence

Apart from VOI and VOC, the US CDC defines another
class of SARS-CoV-2 variants, called the VOHC. Any
SARS-CoV-2 variant that exhibits pinpoint evidence
regarding reduced effectiveness of preventive public
health and social measures, diagnostic techniques and
medical intervention strategies relative to the circulating
variants is designated as a VOHC (CDC, 2021b). Their
possible attributes include those of VOC, in addition to
detection failure by diagnostic procedures, increased viral
transmissibility or infectivity, increased hospitalizations
and extreme disease conditions, a significant reduction in
COVID-19 vaccine efficacy, or a massive increase in vac-
cine breakthrough cases, or weakened vaccine-driven
protection and resistance against EUA prophylaxis and
approved therapeutics. If a VOHC is identified, it
demands immediate communication to the WHO and
global task forces on COVID-19 and a declaration stating
containment strategies and suggestions to upgrade the
line of treatment and vaccine formulations (CDC, 2021c).
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Fortunately, there are no variants of the SARS-CoV-2
that fall into the category of VOHC.

Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic has unleashed a wave of
unprecedented devastation across the world with nation-
wide lockdowns, hitting hard on all trade sectors and eco-
nomic activities. The global dissemination of the SARS-
CoV-2 has given rise to innumerable lineages bearing
diverse variants with characteristic genome-wide muta-
tions. Natural selection processes drive the evolution of
SARS-CoV-2 variants in various populations and geo-
graphical locations. A constellation of unique amino acid
substitutions in the viral S protein has been shown to
boost the virulence of SARS-CoV-2 variants by enhanc-
ing transmissibility, infectivity and host immune evasion.

These variants have been classified into different catego-
ries based on their threat levels: VOI, VOC and VOHC.
The VOI exhibits alterations in specific viral genetic
markers predicted to enhance virulence and remain
under strict surveillance. A VOC is attributed to a tremen-
dous increase in virulence and resistance to existing ther-
apies. On the other hand, VOHC is associated with
escalated virulence, disease severity, diagnostics failure
and resistance to present therapeutics. Although inter-
vention and treatment strategies are in place, these
variants are co-evolving at an unprecedented rate.
SARS-CoV-2 variants have also shown reduced effec-
tiveness to the current lot of COVID-19 vaccines with
unexpected vaccine breakthrough cases. Hence, such
rapidly evolving variants have acquired mutations that
confer resistance to neutralizing antibodies generated from
previous viral exposure or immunization. In summary, the

Fig. 4. Mechanistic insight into the biological implications of the mutations reported in SARS-CoV-2 VOC and VOI. Individual or a combination of
mutations in the spike (S) protein drives the virulence attributes of SARS-CoV-2 variants. Amino acid substitutions in the S protein have been
shown to boost viral infectivity by enhancing binding to the hACE2 receptor. Mutations increase the immune evasion abilities of SARS-CoV-2 var-
iants by evading antibodies and protective immune responses generated from previous viral infection and vaccination. SARS-CoV-2 variants also
exhibit increased transmissibility leading to fresh cluster outbreaks and community transmission.
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longevity of this COVID-19 pandemic decides the fate of
forthcoming variants. As this resilient virus keeps expan-
ding in diverse populations, there are high chances of
accumulating different genome-wide mutations that may
exacerbate virulence. Therefore, variants of SARS-CoV-2
require immediate attention from the scientific community
to develop novel COVID-19 therapeutics and upgraded
vaccines. Until then, COVID-19 vaccines are the only
resort at our disposal. Thus, vaccination programs must
be driven at full gears with close monitoring of SARS-
CoV-2 variants by global surveillance initiatives to enable
necessary countermeasures.
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